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2 • UNLESS PEACE COMES 

this limit.ation "111 often rl:~nlt from inhibitions produced 

b} nuc:kar deterruK<.. and the mks of escalation, as \\ell ac; 

by the pressure of \\'orld opinion. cverthclcss, lo consider 

com·ua!Jonal \\ arfarc as being humane could in m<an} cir 

cumstanc:cs prO\ c d:lllgcrously "rong ;a, the ri'k of cata 

strophic: destruct ion bccom<:' c\(;n grc.at<..r. I shall return to 

this crucial que\t1on of the humanization of warfare in my 

conclu'>IOn. 
' I o r<;\lew th<.. po,sibilitics in conn:ntional \\arfarc in the 

a98os, T shall e \amine fir!>t the pren:qui-.ites for conven· 

tiona! \\<lr to r<.:cur within the strategic: framework deter 

mmed b~ the e\1\tencc of nuclear weapons, then the 

technical characteristics tlut one: can envisage for future 

comentional \\<Jrfare, and finall} the operational features 

of th<:sc wars as we can imagine them today. 

'J he Scope for Comcntiona/ \Varfarc 

' I he cxistliiCC of nuclear weapons has created alto· 

gcther no\'cl dan.gers. On the one hand the risk of destruc· 

tion entailed by \~.H 1s nO\\ of an order of magnituck quite 

dispropo1 tionatc to our experience. A medium sized ther 

monuc:lear bomb of one megaton produces an explosive 

force equal to a sa]\'O of ::?. :> million "-;-."-the gun that 

was "moch.:rn" in 1914! ~ ot onl} arc I he dcstrueta,·e effects 

of a nuclear war difficult to compute rationally, but also 

there 1s, so far, no reliable means of '>Clf defence. In these 

condations, nuclear \\ar im·olH:s the combatants in the cer

taintr of mutual d<:struction, which completcl} dispels an} 

adventurous illusions about the outcome of the confl ict. 

On thi'> certainty rests the c ffect that the nuclear deterrent 

1mpo'>e'i on the usl ncn of com·cntional weapons. 

But this nuclear deterrence ts neither absolute nor spread 

<.;venl~ over the whole globe. 'J he enormous risks of nuclear 
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\\,trfare make it an impl:tusible thre"at in minor conflicts. 

\ forco,·cr, in afl':Js of the world where the intcre,ts of the 

nuckar powers arc not 'it.ll, nuclear dtterrencc does not 

appl}-for inst.mce, in Vietnam at the time of writing. 

E,·cn in the ng1ons wh<:rc these interests arc 'it tl, it is dif· 

ficult to imagim: that nuclc.tr \\ar could be unleashed in rc· 

sponse to local mcidents of secondary importance. In the 

pr<:)Utl stratcg1c nuclear s1tuation, therefore, the norn1al 

field of action of com·ent ional war is in those parts of the 

world not CO\U<.:d b} nuclc.tr ckturcncc-nrtually the 

whole world outside the United Stales, the Soviet Union, 

and I \trope. Furthermore, the possibality of Yer~ limited 

and doubtless 'en brief com·cntional militaT} ~tehons can· 

not be complete!) c-.:cluded in the zones co,·crcd b} nuclear 

deterrence, for example in Berlin or in Ea\tcrn German}. 

But such confrontations should not normall~ become 

morl th.tn local inc1dents if the risk of escalation to thc nu 

clear lc\'cl is to be avoided. 
<.:\·crthclcss, the present strategic nuclear situation can 

be modafied, calher b~ the l'ffect of nmo,ations such as anti 

balli\hc miSSileS, or by disarmament agreements that ncu· 

tralize the nuclear weapons. In tillS context, the possibility 

of minor or major comentional wars could reappear in Eu

rope as the result of pohtical e\'ents. 
' I hesc different possibilities involve widcl} different 

kinds of COn\'ClltJOna] conn1cts. If it is a matter Of taking ad 

vantage of a famrablc situation to achieve an object in 

spate of the cxi~tencc of th<.. nuclear deterrent, the war will 

take the form of a swift military action designed to achieve: 

some kind of fait accompli, as did the 1956 Israeli campaign 

in the Sinai Desert. If, on the other hand, the con flict takes 

place outside the comp.1r.tti,·c.:l~ small zone affected by nu

clear deterrence, conventional warfare can manifest itself 

in more or less important military inlen'cntions, of which 
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recent examples arc not lacking-whether to occupy or de
fend a country .1gainst im-.1~10n (Korea \ , to uphold a 
gO\·ernmcnt ag;Jinst suh"er\ion (VJC.tnam. Yemen, the Do
minican Republic), or to dcf<.nd national mh.n:sts ( Sue:r.). 

Finally, Sllppo~c that in Europe or on the Chinese fron 
tier, the nuclear deteHent came to lose its power. ' I hen we 
might witness thc d<.,·elopmcnt of classical nulitar) conA1cts 
gradually increa~ing toward major importance until the) 
regain the intcnsity of the \Vorld \\'ars of this century, 
wherein the natiom e\hausted their strength in nttrition 
and threw C\'eT) thing they had into the fight. 'l his is fortu
nately not the most likely hypothesis, smcc the nuclear de
terrent will retain enough of its menace to limit the scope 
of warfare for a long timt: to come. But it is a \'ery danger
ous possibility. \ Vorld \Vars l and II, waged onl> with eon
\'enllonal weapons, caused great enough turmoil in Europe 
and the world; another great war invol\'ing the usc of con
,·cntional weapons of the future could be immeasurably 
more de,·astating. Certainly, humanitr is still sensitized by 
its recent tcrribk experiences, but memories fade fast from 
one generation to the next. Jn the 19Sos, the coincidence 
of a reckless hcad of state and a people inflamed by a great 
passion-racial, nationalist, or ideological-could reproduce 
the phenomena that twice in thirty years de\'astated the 
world and led Europe to her eclipse. 

General 'J rend~ in Con\'entional \\'capons 

These anhc1pahons lead one to cons1der possible 
progress in the rc-.tlm of conventional wc-.tpons. 'J hey have 
dc\'cloped spectacularly since the beginning of the century, 
but since \Vorld \Var IJ the process has been accckratcd by 
the scientific discoveries and technical innovations of all 
kinds that characterize our times. Speeds and ranges, for 
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the psychological character of the struggle makes the politi 
c-Jl circumstance:. \upn.·mcly important. 

But wl~:~l auwunts to an important in no' at ion in r<:ccnt 
counterguerrilla \\,IT\ com<.'S from the considcrabk tmprovc· 
men I in guerrilla tactics and st rateg~. under the SO\ Jet and 
Chine'c in Hue nee. In lc.uning \~ stematically to refuse to 
fight wheneH' r he is not in a markedly superior situation, 
and in operating a highly coordinated system of dispersal, 
infiltration, and terrorism, the guerrilla has acquired a mi· 
raculous c-Jpacit) for sun·in1l and for maintaining his hold 
oH'r his people. l n I his situation, com·cntional forces arc in 
the position of a lion attacked by mosquitoes; they can go 
anywhere I hey likt•, almost without a fight, and they can 
ddcncl I ht· points the) occup\' in force, but because of the 
extlnl of the lcrrain and 1ts natmal obstacles the\' cannot 
be e,·cr: where at once. Vast areas will thus necessarily es
cape their permanu1t control, and there the guc:rrilla c:an 
persist. As a rc,ult this kmcl of conflict can last for years, 
often finishing with a compromise born of weariness in the 
more powerful advers;lf) Such a pattern occurred in the 
Algerian war, and it ma) rtp<::lt .llld grow in the future. 

'] o put down the guerrilla'>, the lllO')t powerful com·en
tional weapons ha\ e been tried 111 \ J<:tnam; in the future 
pcrlup~ nen more modern weapons specially dc<.igncd for 
the purpose ''ill be brought into usc. It is certain, for o.:am
plc. that dnclopment~ in air-to-ground fire, the great tac
tical and logistic mobility made pm~iblc by the helicopter, 
day and night Sur\'Cilbncc of the terrain by radar. the me of 
c:lcctronic or chemical methods to "label" the friendly pop 
ulation and the guerrillas in some discreet way, and the usc 
of chemical incapacit.mls will gi\'e military force\ increa~ 
ingly effecti\'c meam of action. But the essential difficulty 
in guerrilla warfare still st em~ from the physical impossibil· 
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ity of simultaneously controlling the whole h.rrain, e"en 
with greater and grtatcr resources. That IS why p~ychologi 
c-al methods arc most often the only dccis1ve on<.s. By con
tra~t. the usc of all these increasingly powerful modern 
weapons can mean subjecting the general population to al
most inhuman stre~scs. \ \'1tlt these massive and often blind 
techniques, counterguerrilla warfare comes to look more 
and more like a war aga1nst the population, the opposite of 
1ts declared objective. Pc.r\Onally, I bclic'e that more subtle 
methods-and more polit1cal ones, as I ha,·e mentioned
arc the only ones that w11l achie\'e results. Failmg that, 
counterguerrilla \\arfare is simp!) an extrunely cost!} means 
of postponing political solutions, which ''til 1m pose thcm
sch cs sooner or later. 

The idea of a conventional war between advcrsMics of 
techn ically comparable strength is luckily not very realistic. 
As I have said, this situation could result only from a con
junction of gra,·c polttical disagreement between two devel
oped nations and the nwtralit.ation of nuclear deterrence. 
If these two conditions cmncidcd, then we should witness 
the rebirth of the com en tiona! "great war." \\ hat form 
such a conflict would take in the future is extreme!} con
jectural, for it would depend directly on the relative value 
of the technical systems favored by the two ~ides. ccording 
to circumstance, one might be faced with a Blitrkricg en
tailing the quick and complete defeat of one side, or with a 
prolonged war resol\'ed b) the exhaustion of the weaker or 
less determined party, or ending with nuclear escalat ion or 
some kind of re,olutionary war. 

Blitzkrieg (lightning \\ar) in modem guise presupposes 
that one of the opposing parties has managed to gain com
plete ascendancy in power and mobility while dri"ing his 
opponent out of the air. ' ll1e touchstone here is t he righ t 
solution of the countcrinlerccption problem. 1f this result 

I 
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~~ l.trgd} a matter of tmpro,isation and oppo1tuni\m. As I 
h,ne mcntionc.:d, grc.:al<.r importance attache\ to comtn 
111g manpO\\(.r than to holding ground. \\'tth this prinClpk 
in mind, the guernlla 1\ always ready, 1f need be, to run 
aw,ty and hide. Consc.:gucntl}, "hen regular ground or 
air forces attack "tlh pow<.rful mod<.rn weapom, the gucr· 
rilla maJ..c., 1t his business not to be present. It is po'>\ible 
that ;m:as of op<.n count[} which ar<. regularly patrolled on 
the ground or \un·qed from the air will be entnel) dc.:nicd 
to hun, unle.,~ h<.: mo\e~ in the guise of a Cl\ tlian. ' I he me.: of 
chemtc,tl ag<.nt\ to defoliate trees ma} rob the gucrnlla of 
<.O\ u in \Otlle places. A massive sweep through a parttcu 
Jar ,trea b) the regular forces may force him out of it, t<.:111 
poraril). 'J he impottant point is that, unless the regular 
forces <He prep<trcd to lay waste to the entire country, with 
nnckar weapom for example ( '' hich cannot correspond 
with all) 1ational poht1cal goal), there will alwa\'> be \OlllC· 

"here for the gu<.rrilla to conceal hitmelf from attack h) 
modern ,,.c.:.1pons sy'>tcms. From his hiding place he can 
emc.:rge at a moment of his own choosmg to attack the en 
c.:my at a ,·ulnerable point. 1 he onl) strategy open to the 
regular fore<.\ ,., to att<.mpt to climinat<. the guernll.ts, one 
by one, in inf,tntf} engagements O\'Cr a huge area and a 
long period of time. ' I he war becomes uncontrollabl) large 
and co't ly in Ji, es and materials for the n.:gular force\. 

If the r;uerrilla mo,·emcnt (b) our <.arlier definition) i'> 
support< .. d by a large section of the population. it has a res 
er\'Oir of manpower on which to draw. Chumy. dc.:strucll\e. 
and imJ><ltic.:nt action by the regular forces will always tend 
to dri,·c ci\ ilians into the guerrilla camps. charactcri\t ic of 
achancecl and powerful weapons S)Slem<> h} Janel and air 
seems to be that, despite the allegedly "sophisticated" elce· 
Ironic systems for fire control, the impressiot. at Lhc target 
is of clumsiness and purposeless destruction. For this rca 
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son ad' anced weapons spt<.ms may be nluch more of a Jia· 
btlit} than an as~ct 111 anllgutmll.t \\arf,~re. 1\nd e\Ul if 
some htghl} lethal nc\\ \\c.:apon, such as a ncne gas or an 
infectiOUS nucroorg,mism, were med efTectln:l} against the 
guerrillas, that local militaf} 'JCtOr} of the regular forcc.:s 
would be bought at a price of moral cata\trophe that would 
maJ..c pohtical 'tetof} utter!} tmp<mtblc. 

A secondaf}' constdcration about tht usc of advanced 
or no,·el weapons against guernllas 1~ that, as tht gucrnllas 
rely largely upon captured arms, the~c ''capons, too, are 
quite likely to fall into their hands and be turned upon 
the original owners. 

To sum up, guerrilla warfare IS hJ..clr to remain militar
il> viable, whatever weapons arc used to combat it, unless 
those weapons arc so morall} indcfemiblc or indiscrimin· 
at ely destructive that the u~er forfc1ts all his political pur 
poses. The wcJJ .. organizcd guerrilla mo\'emcnt in a count[}' 
of reasonable size, based on popular \llj)JX>rt, is indestructi· 
blc except by enormously cosll) and protracted infantry 
warfare '' hieh is almost beyond the resourc<.s of C\ en the 
biggest nations. In this sense, 11 represents the eternal 
truth that you cannot destro> a pohtical bclid without kill· 
in g. one b} one, all the pwple \\ ho possess it. ' I hat i\ some· 
thing that no scic.:nttfic ad,anccs in weaponry can alter, 
c,·en though thq make the !..tiling ea~ier to ,tecomphsh. 
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pcr ... ing radio.tcth·e fis~ion products derived from such a 
~ource rather than by dropping nuclear bombs. The prob 
lcm~ of shielding the radiation of the fi~sion products m 
aucrJft, or in rocket~ before launching, would be fonnida 
able I hey can therefore be neglected as potential weap 

Oil\. 

Proliferation and \ onprolifcration 

Unfortunately th(;rc arc many countries m the world 
that could afford to develop nuclear weapons and minimal 
dcl1\·ery ~ystcms, particular!) if they became convinced that 
national secunt) deplnded upon doing so and if the) be 
lic, cd that they could ccononmc in other military cxpcn 
diture. Although competent scientific manpower is required 
and the relevant engineering is not trivial (especially for the 
production of uranium ::!.35), there arc no "secrets" inac 
ces\lble to an industrial nation prepared to carry out the 

nccc\sary research and d<;\ clopment. 
To spccuhttc about which nations might seck to acquire 

nuclear weapons during the next few decades is somewhat 
im·idious and mu~t dep<;nd on many political and ccO· 
no111ic assumptiom. \ hgnm(;llts of nations in alliance!> and 
in conAich plainly exert restraining or pro,·ocati,·c mAll · 
cnces. From a global \'icwpoint, the chid cause for anxiety 
is the likelihood of a chain reaction in which the acquisi· 
tion of nuclear weapons by one new country• would pro· 
\oke other natiom to follow suit. Por example. if three na
ltons nnde nuclear weapons for the first time m the 1970s, 
t<.n nught do ~o in the 19Ros and thirty in the I9C)OS. 

' I he chance of nuclear war breaking out, and posstbl} 
engulfing n large part of the world, must incvitabl) in 
cr<.:ase with the number of nations possessing nuclear wcap 
om. The risk is aggravated by the suspicion that smaller 
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countries acquiring nuclear weapons would be unlikcl) to 
dc\'clop the sophistict~ll:d command and control systems 
of the kind possessed by the United States, the Soviet 
Union, nnd Britain. 'I hesc systems arc strongly biased 
agaimt the possible dcJi,·cl) and detonatiOn of the bombs 
as a result of false information. unauthorized action, or an 
cngmeering fault. 'll1e lack of such systems would greatly 
increase the risk of nuclear war by accident. Another im
portant factor is the l1kelihood that some nations acquir
ing nuclear weapons would have a less responsible form of 
government, or be susceptible to rc,·olutions that might 
bnng reckless men to power. In that connection the usc of 
nuclear weapons in civil war cannot be entirely excluded. 

\\ e have St;veral exampk<t of powers that arc mutually 
hostile at present, for e\,llnplc lsrael and Egypt and, to a 
lesser t \lent, Pakistan and 1 ndia. T he tensions that hmc 
been gu1eratcd in tht pa'lt would be enonnousl} increased 
if tlu.:y h:1d the po~11ibility of dropping only a few nuclcm 
bombs on one another. 

' I ht;rc arc also strong economic argunKnt<t against the 
de,·clopmcn t of nuclear weapons by unclcrckveloped coun 
tries while their standards of living arc so low. 1l1cy need 
the ''hole of their sCJLntific and technological effort for the 
de,·elopment of their economy rather th Ill devoting a 
large proportion to nucle-ar weapons programs. 

\ further argument i' tht compktc mclc\SIKSS of nu 
clear weapons for any purpose other than mutual destruc
tion. ' l hey would have been of little cfTect if India had pos
~essed tlwm and used them to tf} to stop the Chinese in
cur~ion O\H their border. 

At the beginning of tQ6-; the nsks and costs of the spread 
of nuclc 1r weapons wcrc sufficiently plain, the main nu· 
clear powers in sufficient ngrccmcnt, and the mihtal)' am-
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motor rc~ponse ( wc.tpon). r>.todcrn "s>·stcms cngmccring" 
was born. ' I he ob\'ious if crude. parallel to the functioning 
of the human being was immediately noticed by men like 
'-orbcrt \\ tcncr, who coined the word "cybernetics" to 
co,·cr the. complete range of biological, mechanical, elec
tronic, and social S} stems that appear to op<.rate according 
to the same general sp.temic principles. 

Soon the problem of directing antiaircraft fire was re
placc.d by the problem of gmdmg nussiles, both for offence 
and for defence. As tht. more sophisticated intercontinen 
tal ballistic misstlc.!> ( JCO'.tS) and space vehicles were de 
\'eloped, more advanced sensory and electronic machines 
were aho produced, leading to "real-time, on-line" weapons 
systems. \lissiles and space vehicles could not be guided 
with the accuracy now possible if we did not have the con 
temporary high ·spccd computer. Similarly, defence against 
ballistic missiles could not be contemplated if advanced 
computers ''ue not avatlable to control and guide the nee 
c.ssaT} S}'Stcms. There ma} be, at best, only fifteen to thirty 
mmutcs' warnmg that an enemy missile is approaching; 
action and reaction must both occur in the same tunc 
phase. In the past, for any type of warfare, a count<.rstnkc 
did not have to occur at exactl} the same mstant as the in
augural strike.. \ thre-atening battle!)hip detected one day 
would still be thc:rc to receive a counterattack the next day, 
or e,·en later. 'l11erc could even be enough time to make 
official inquiries or protests through the traditional chan
ncls of diplomacy. But the blinding speed and the cataclys· 
mic dcslructivene~s of contemporary offensive weapons rc· 
quires the "real time" deployment of defensive weapons, if 
the} arc lo have any effect at all. 

111e practical meaning of a "real-time" system of control 
depends upon the time span within which perception, de 
cision-makmg, and action, the three clements of the com 
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pletc !>yslem, may be operated effectl\d). Compare other 

l} pc~ of tunc S)'>kms. ,\ plulosophcr like Immanuel Kant, 

dcllbuatmg speculative problems po~t:d by Oa\1(1 I fume, 

operated in a lime \pan that could occupy generations. For 

a polilic1an like Charles de Gaulle, ponckring how to make 

the dimmished power of France effective under the novel 

conditions of the Cold \ Yar, his effective time ~pan ma> 

comprise a whole year, or even a decade. For the pit crew 

of the lead race car at the Indianapolis speedwa}, the effcc 

tive time span may be less than twcnt} seconds. For a mis 

silc defence S)Stem, real lime is closer to three millionths 

of a second. This kind of time scarcely existed at all, in any 

meaningful sense, for previous generations. !'\ow, the need 

for instantaneous analysis and control is showing up in all 

sorts of circumstances, from complex manufacturing proc

esses to traffic control at busy airports. An ever-increasing 

vanct} of tasks require something ltke the split second an

al} tical capacity and the high accurac} pioneered in missile 

control systems. 
Two types of control systems arc possible: DOC (Direct 

Digttal Control) and sc ( uperYisory Control). Under 

DOC the system is completely computerized. Under sc 

there is an intermediary stage between computer and motor 

response in which human intervention may occur. lost 

compkx systems provide clements of both. A missile de

fence system, for example, possesses DDc components, but 

the over-all system is sc, because the final decision is pre 

ser.ed in the hands of the Commander in Chief. \ Vhere a 

system mvolves dtscrete operations that may be irre,·ersiblc, 

like the launching of a nuclear-armed missile, some of the 

speed of respon<;e offered by DDC should be sacrificed to 

insure ccrtaint~ about the information presented; in such 

cases, human intervention through an sc system is obvi

ously required. 
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proct:~smg on the present scale was impossible before the 
computer; <.\en if as much information could ha'e been col· 
kcled, tl could not have been processed b) paper-and pen 
ctl methods within the time span relevant to the decisions 
on whach 1t bore. 1'\owadays the President can be gi,·cn, 
each morning, a composite, up-to-the-minute mtclligence 
rt:port on every critical e\'ent in the world. 

' I he Prestdent, as Commander in Chid, thus has more 
complete information than can be acquired by anyone 
else in his en tire system of command and con trol, includ· 
111g commanders on the spot. The first result has been the 
progressive sublimation of tactical considerations into the 
\tratcgic sphere. Civcn sophisticated techniques for gather
ing and analy~ing information, the discontinuity and dis 
creleness once possessed by remote events gives way lo an 
over-all interconnectedness. For example, a small-scale air 
strike by American bombers on Hanoi might be related to 
a whole series of larger problems of which no field com 
mandcr could possibly be aware. A bombing mission could 
affect the internal strife between belligerent and concilia· 
tory factions inside the I Ianoi regime. It could also bear 
upon O\ 1et decisions on the quantity and quality of as· 
sistance to the Viet Cong. It could also affect Peking's cal· 
culations as to whether the United States had aggr~sive de
stgns on China herself, and hence Chinese decisions about 
whether to enter the Vietnamese war direct!}'· It could in 
Auence Bntain's decision whether or not to support the 

mcrican effort. It might reactivate the protest movement 
mside the United States, and so on, through a vast net· 

work of ramifying issues. 
As was widely reported in the press, President Johnson 

personally pinpointed each day's bombing targets in Viet· 
nam and received the same night direct reports of the re· 
suits. This centrali7.ation of decision-making takes place not 
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just because it is now lechnologtcally possible, but because, 
being technologicall) posstblc, tl has become politically 
necessary. 

In previous times the same events could not have had 
the same strategic or chplomatic tmpltcations because they 
could be discounted as the autonomous, unwitting acts of 
local commanders. ~ow, howe,er, each side must assume 
that the other is aware of the secondary implications of 
all military actions. ' I his means that each is forced to as· 
sume responsibility for the secondary as well as the direct 
effects of every military operation. uthority, in such a case, 
follows responsibilit)' · ' l11c Commander in Chief must take 
a direct decision making role in remote and seemingly 
minor tactical operalions. 

The process that converted tactical problems into stra· 
tcgic ones did not stop there. Tt went on to convert them 
both into diplomatic problems. This is one of the most 
revolutionary of the host of novel developments that has 
grown out of computerized warfare. \ Vith the outbreak of 
war between Israelis and Arabs in 1967, President Johnson 
sat at his \\' hite House controls with one hand guiding his 
Sixth Fleet and the other on the hot line to \loscow. The 
integral nature of these functions was verified when an Is
raeli attack on the Amencan intelligence ship Liberty forced 
activity by American carrier based aircraft. \ loscow was also 
monitoring e,·ery radar blip, just as was \ Vashington: would 
the Russians interpret the changing and converging flight 
patterns as an act of aggression? ll1is was where the hot 
line came in, as \Vashington immediately explained its ac
tions and reassured loscow. 

In previous times the general, the diplomat, and the 
statesman employed different tools :~nd plied different 
trades. Computeri7.cd wmfare has congealed war, diplom· 
acy, and politics into one ovcrarching art. Clausewitz's fa · 
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mous d1ctum has been superseded. \ Var is no longer the 
continuation of politics by other means. Both now take 
place in a simultaneous synthesis. 

t\ dministration and Management 

'J he third set of developments in computerized \hlf 

fare concerns administration and management. ~ll1is docs 
not necessarily mean the over-all management of war. 
Rather, it refers to the management of such things as weap
ons development programs, logistical support operations, 
and problems associated with organizing and training 
troops. Similar problems occur in the management of large 
civilian operations. Tf it is necessa ry to know how many 
Portuguese-speaking licensed ham-radio operators there arc 
in Lhe Air Force, or to know almost anything else, the an
swers can be obtained quickly. This provides a capacity for 
management in detail that would not be possible without 
computers. It has, in effect, created a new field of activity, 
which might be called "support management." 

For example, it was always known that, in order to sup
port a regiment in the field, certain back-up ser\'ices and 
supplies were also required. However, the infom1ation was 
terribly 1mprecise, and troops in the field were always 
plagued b) supply imbalances and bottlenecks. rl his was 
partly because needs simply could not be accurately ana
h:ted and calculated. 1\owadays, in sending a fresh di\ision 
i;1to battle it is possible to estimate, with high accuracy, the 
number of ph)sicians, cooks, or mechanics, and the quan
tities of every kind of material, reaching into thousands of 
ca tegories. For example, in the American operation in 

anlo Domingo in 1965 it was possible to know in advance 
that the ultimate troop level would be 120,000 men, and 
Lo know the sizes, types, and rates of Aow with which troop 
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segments and supplies were to be d1~patchcd. In previous 
times it might ha,c been dccidcd, for <.:xamplc, to commit 
so,ooo troops to such an op<.rat1on w1thout b<.ing aware 
that before 1t was o,·er 1 20 ,000 would m fact be needed. 

In short, the admlll istrahon of m1htar} operations has 
been raised to a le\'CI of precision pre\ iousl} ulllmaginable. 
'1 he perfection of this manag<.rial skill is one of the prod
ucts of the ietnam war, and it has permitted a much 
finer adjustment between international policies and the use 
of force; the danger of overcxtenchng foreign commitments 
is correspondingly reduced. At least, it is possible to know 
in advance when the risk of ovcrcommitmcnt is present. 
Again, however, this is a developmen t whose benefits result 
in the ever-increasing centralization of decision making. 

Instant Crises aud Artificial 1cn 

Already, then, computers and the massive Aows of in
formation they make possible have altered the conduct of 
combat operations. In the future, the systems can only be
come more powerful and "all seeing." t\ ot only are compu
ters becoming bigger and faster, but the in telligence links 
feeding them can exploit such new techniques as surveil
lance satellites and communications satellites. This trend 
raises a series of more fundamental questions about the 
changing nature of warfare and military decision-making. 

Consider, for example, one hidden consequence of the 
fact that we possess systems for the instantaneous commu
nication and analysis of information from throughout the 
world. The short statement of the case is: instant informa- Q 
tion creates instant crisis. 111at is, the "existence" of a crisis, 
like the existence of anything else, depends in part on its 
being perceived . Until recent yea rs border eruptions, riots, 
depositions of rulers, and so on might occur and then be 
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more and more soplmtlc.th.:d, more and more lt:adcrs arc 

prcsuved to wield authont} under condttions of ncar sen 

tltt}. Constderations of age alone ratse such questions about 

Roosevelt, Stalin, Churchill, 1\denauer, Eisenhower, lao, 

and de Gaulle. The typical nalional leader of the future 

may be a man with a chemically induced artificial person 

alily, maintained in authority beyond the time senility 

normally sets in, and then served up with a daily diet of 

stress-producing crises. It ts a stluation that any systems 

analyst would describe as gra\ely dysfunctional. In plainer 

language, it is a prescription for disaster. 

The I ilitarization of Politics 

\V e have seen that one result of computerized con 

trol S}Slems was to convert tactical into strategic problems. 

' I hts led to the centrali7.alion of command in the highest 

political authorities. 111c consequence was to erode the 

distinclton between the military, the diplomatic, and the 

poliltcal. ~':ow, however, a further distinction is in order. 

' I he comersion process rcf<.rs to l}pcS of authority rather 

than to types of problems. It is military authority and dip 

lomalic authority that have been converted into political 

authority. It docs not follow that an issue that is essentially 

military in character is thereby cOn\'Crted into one essen

tially political. On the contrary, the alarming thing is that 

the opposite conversion tends to take place: the system is 

biased to evoke military response to political issues. 
In the past nations were seldom on a permanent war 

footing. \lobilization represented a threshold between 

peace and full-scale war; it was not to be entered into liglttl} 

over a minor incident, and diplomacy had its traditional 

scope. owadays the maximum military means, up to thcr· 

monuclear strikes, arc held constantly at the ready. This 
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the lcadmg theoreticians of poshvar international relations. 
Earlier students of diplomacy had possessed little or no 
k-nowledge of the technical deta1ls of weaponry or of the 
mtricac1cs of log1stics. 'll1ey had studied such things as geo
politics, diplomatic history, international law, the govern
mental and political structures of other nations, demog
raphy, mternational economics, and the goals of the world's 
countries. \Vhen they spoke of international power politics 
they meant an amalgam of all these things. Such factors 
were then believed to be primary. f1blary capacity was 
secondary. Indeed, it was a ma-xim that a military resolu
tion in d1scord with the deeper cultural sources of national 
power could not be stable. 

All this was transformed by computerized thermonuclear 
war. For when a few weapons could wipe out all other 
sources of national power in a few moments. the relation
slHp between nonmilil<lr} and n11litary power wa<; re,·ersed. 
I Jcnccforth, anyone who wished to deal with international 
relations was forced to master the new hardware approach 
and to know a great deal about the world's armament se
crets. llowe\'er, this information was possessed by only a 
few of the world's highly classified information agencies and 
re~carch mstitutc~. Diplomacy was not only militarized, it 
was also monopolized by those who could find out about 
and understand the arcane intricacies of the new means 
of warfare. One had to know the capabilities of the latest 
model of thermonuclear warheads, their nun1bcr and dis
tribution, and the range and performance of their deJi,·ery 
systems. Only then could one calculate the first-strike ca· 
pabilities, the c:econd-strike capabilities, and the theoretical 
state of the balance of terror-Churchill's phrase. Now 
there was spawned an entire family of calculations based 
upon access to classified information. I Tow many would 
die in a strike against the major cities? \ Vhat were the pos-
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~tbilities of a ~trike against another nation's thermonuclear 
tn\lallattons? If each could be done, which ''as preferable? 
In the c;V(.nt of a surprise attack, how much reaction time 
would be a\'ailablc for a countcrstrike? 

Such questions brought the perplexing topic of dtterrencc 
tnto the language of international relations. ' I his mvolvcd 
the tssuc of how, without using thcrmonuck:ar weapons, 
one could con\'incc others that there were conditions under 
,, htch the) \\Ould be used. This was the credtbility issue. 
\ it h the Soviet development of ICB:<.ts, American "brinks· 
manship" gave way to the doctrines of graduated deterrents 
and the rehabilitation of "limited" wars; but if this were to 
work there must be a fairly explicit agreement between the 
thermonuclear powers about the conditions under which 
graduated levels of military means would be employed. 

At first thought all of this appears to involve little more 
than the rough and practical psychology of the gladiatorial 
arena. And often there is not much more than this in 
\'Oivcd in the more popular works on thermonuclear war 
fare. Crisl> imaginary games are carried on containing spec 
ulattons that if docs such-and-such, B must reply so-and 
so. ' I hen A has options x, y, or z, and so on. I Iowcvcr, the 
deeper pomt is that a game really is at issue--one whose 
pnnctplcs arc the subject of a ,·ery sophisticated branch of 
apphc.:d malh<..matics known as games theory. 

\ [athemahctans in rcscatch institutes program comput 
<.:r\ wtth all conceivable 'ariables and play unc<..asing series 
of war games according to established games-theory models. 
' I he dtalogue that once charactcri7ed diplomacy has gl\en 
\\3)' to theoretical war soliloquies carried on by laltcr-da) 
llamlcts who addrcs-; their end-game questions to com
puler\ rather than ghosts. This is not to suggest that loda)•'s 
que~lions, to be or not to be, arc "decided" by computers. 
' I 'hey arc not. They are decided by human beings, appar· 
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cntly just as they always were, even though the artificially 
preserved human decision maker:> may not be just as they 
always were. It is not that computcri7cd warfare has yet 
eliminated man, but rather that it has eliminated politics 
and diplomacy, as these have been known in all times pre
viously. 

Minimax and Mainchance 

The rules of the new game of mtlitarizcd international 
relations arc now adopted in practice. 111c Cuba missile 
crisis was all made up of move and countcnnove, with each 
side in complete isolation from the other. Each sa t at his 
computerized console, studying his radar-activated, com
puterized war map of the world. And each made his moves 
like an apocalyptic chc~s player whose heavily guarded 
queen was his second-strike mis~iles in hardened sites. 

But in such a situation there is a paradox: if either 
"wins" it is the end of both. The whole purpose of the 
game is to achieve a stalemate. And yet the rules of the 
game make stalemate a very unltkely outcome. This is be
cause competitive games that eschew political dialogue 
surreptitiously favor outcomc.:s in which one player's victory 
h achieved at another pla)er's loss. Politics and diplomacy 
are the opposite. 1 he} re!.t upon the proposition that the 
joint exercise of reason can resohc conflicts so that both 
parties come out better off than they were before. Th is in
tuitively persuasive conclusion is capable of theoretical 
demonstration if one follows Lhe assumptions of war games 
theory to their end. 

According to the new rules, everything depends upon 
the "rationality" (that is, the calculability) of the sequence 
of actions taken by each party. There is a special type of 
rationality favored by the rules of the new game of inter-
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national terror-the so-called minimax calculation, which 
means selecting the move that will minimize one's own 
maximum possible losses. 1any of the great military lead
ers of the past were impulsive and their actions much less 
calculable; if such strategical extremists as Caesar or a
poleon were at the head of today's armed forces, the new 
rules of international terror would be hard to apply. Accord
ingly, each side's interests are endangered if all-or-nothing 
mainchance leaders oppose them. Part of the minimax 
strategy of each side must be to select moves best calculated 
to reinforce the authority of minimax leaders among their 
opponents. 

Another result of the minimax calculations deriving from 
computerized warfare is the need for preserving the maxi
mum number of options as long as possible. In other words, 
given two alternative strategies, each with the same prob
ability of producing maximum returns, the preferred strat
egy will be the one that preserves the largest number of op
tions for the future. Old-time leaders were usually radicals, 
forced to make an irrevocable, all-or-nothing decision; strat
egy tended to come down to jockeying for a position from 
which a mainchance strike could be made. Computerized 
warfare produces a more "conservative" minimax decision
making leader; it favors the bureaucratic Eisenhower types 
over the mainchancc Patton types. Here again, however, 
there is a point at which an insidious reversal sets in. 

We have seen that computerized warfare politicizes mili
tary authority and then militarizes political issues. ow a 
similar reversal of minimax conservatism occurs. In ulti
mate situations, when total destruction appears to be in
evitable, it turns into mainchance radicalism, and brings 
doomsday. And the reason can be traced directly to the spe
cial features of computerized decision-making that have 
produced the ascendency of minimax conservatism over 
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post mortem e"perts are still debating. \Vas an rab attack 
tnth im:v1table? \Vas the Israeli pre-emptive stnke too 
hm;ted in tts scope? \ Vas the result a "real" vtctory for the 
lsraehs or is it reversible? 

E\'erything depends upon the ' 'alidity of the information 
proce sing sy tern, for, as we ha,·e said, the logic of com
pletely valid information is ultimately to convert minimax 
into mainchance. 

T low to J\lake \Var Inevitable 

Computerized intelligence and war gaming can only 
grow and tighten their hold on human affairs, as techn iques 
improve. 'l11e ultimate possibilities and risks arc perhaps 
beyond our present capacity to forecast. But if we look at 
the most advanced ideas today we can at least sec the likely 
trend of the next twenty years if military confrontations 
between nations continue. The place to look for these 
ideas is Vietnam. 

'T11e advances in information-processing technology may 
be the most significant contribution to warfare to come 
out of the Vietnam war. If, as is often claimed, Vietnam is 
the 196os counterpart of the Spanish civil war, then com
puterized strategic information leading to pre-emptive 
strikes is the counterpart of the Blitzkrieg of \ Vorld \ Var II . 
The United States has been operating four intelligence 
analysis centers in Saigon, with computers reportedly oper· 
ating twenty-four hours a day. Over a thousand workers add 
to their computerized files more than 100,000 items each 
month. Supplementation comes from the "Big Eye"-four 
converted Super Constellation aircraft constantly watch
ing nnd reporting on everything from the air. Raw informa
tion is collected from every possible source. 

'T11c long-term aim is nothing less than to account for 
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a11 enemy material and troops. Ultunately the system will 
be able to apply to cnem> forces the \arne procedures of 
accounting and analySIS that comput<.:rized im·en tory sys
tems in mdnstf} usc to account for the amount and loca
tion of production tt<.:ms. ' l11cn field troops can be given 
accurate information about tht site nnd location of enemy 
units and weapon <.:mplaccments. One operation was said 
to have been furnished \Vith intelligence location maps 
whose plotted items were later found to have been eighty 
per cent accurate. In at least one ca~e a prediction by the 
system of an enemy attack was ignored b) the field com
mander with disastrous results. If the ultimate aim is real
ized it will produce such a high degree of accuracy that the 
predictions cannot be ignored. 

For example, the system aims at compiling critical mili
tary information about each individual among the enemy 
ground forces. Then, day-to-day variations in the informa
tion about given individuals can sene as reliable indicators 
of enemy tactical intentions. It is not far-fetched to sup
pose that sufficiently accurate information would make it 
possible to project probable enemy maneuvers even before 
the enemy himself had made his decisions. 

If military information processing ever produces truly re
liable projections of probable <.:nUll} actions, the conse
quences are clear. In the first place, decision making will 
leave the hands of both field commnnckrs and political 
authorities to become an adjunct of the infonnation-proc
essing system; then the computers may indeed take charge. 
Sccondl}·, the tendency will be to make all military opera
tions pre-emptive. 

It requires but little imngination-and available hard
ware-to project for the entire world the application of 
the advances in informnlion processing about enemy ac
tivities that have been achieved in Vietnam. Already the 
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scnSOf} deVIces. Infonnatlon will be continuous!) acquarcd 
about the complete em aronmcntal state of the ocean as 
well as about the man made vcs~cls and installations at con 
tains, both on and beneath the surface. 

In the 198os it will no longer be possible to spea k mean 
mgfully of antisubmarine wadarc or even of undersea war· 
fare. ' I he development of new carriers and other surface 
,·esscls, and the better technological adaptation to the en· 
vironment from the bottom of the ocean to the surface and 
the aar immediately above, will lead to a new concept of 
total naval warfare in whach all the elements are engaged 
at once. From a narrow point of view, we can sum up by 
saying that, in this concept for the future, the submarine 
and its opponent have maintained an even match. A closer 
look would indicate that while the submarine has lost tac· 
ticall)', because of the new technology, it has gained slra· 
tegically. However, this viewpoint is indeed too narrow. 
\\'hat transpires in the concept is that the various clements 
of naval warfare fuse into one global war at sea in which all 
the clements are brought into play to greater or lesser de· 
grcc depending on the nature of the confrontation. \Ve 
have a vast "no man's land" with Aeets moving at will 
through each other and each other's installations. Major 
crTort will be expended to obtain up-to·date and meaning· 
hal intelligence because of the shadowy nature of these 
operations. 

I nstabi/ities and Rivalries 

Even with the best intcll igtnce, the system as fore 
seen has grave instabilities. A limited war in so complex a 
system can raise naval activity to the point of overtly en· 
dangering the security of a deterrent missile system. The 
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States Government. It is difficult to know c:x:1ctly what the 
reasons wuc for this lack of mterc~t. Probably the progress 
of phys•cal llH.:thoch of warfare related to the develop
ment of C\plos•ve~ was partly responstble for tt, perhaps 
also the iuabtltty to produce and to deliver l:uge enough 
amounts of the poi~onous substances known at that time. 
Ethical consickrations may also have playcd their part, poi
son being more or less synonymous with treachery. 

'llte progress made by the chcmic-al industry during the 
nineteenth century lcsstned some of the technical objec
tions. And, faced with the dangers of chetmcal warfare, 
the Ilague lnltrnational Peace Confcrcnce m 18<}<) 
adopted a resolution "to abstain from the usc of all projec
tiles the object of \\ hich is the diffusion of asphyxiating or 
deleterious gases," on the ground that this method of war
fare was inhumane. Among the big powers, only the 
United States did not support this resolution-on the 
grounds that the inhumane aspects of tillS t} pc of warfare 
were not ckarly establtshed. (This se<..ms to ha,·e been a 
consistent vJCwpomt of the United State~ Government, 
except in the carl} 1920s, and in 1926 the Gcne\a Protocol 
repeating the ban on chemical weapons was buried in the 
Senate because of opposition by the Americ~111 Legion and 
the American Chemical Society. Despite I he declarations 
of Roosevelt [ 1943]. Eisenhower [ 196o], and others, "riot
control" gas has been used in Vietnam together with "de
foliants," the Defense Department stating that, due to re
cent research results, "some forms of the weapons ... 
could be effective]} used for defence purposes with mini
mum eollatc.ral conseqm.:nces.") 

During \Vorld \ ar I gases were used for the first hme on 
a large scale. Although the first usc was probably the attack 
by the French in 1914 using a "riot-control" tear gas, the 
"official" date for the beginning of gas warfare is 22 April 
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sequences of mustard-gas mhalalion was many times larger. 
During \Vorld \Var I chemical weapons were used only 

against troops and ne,·cr agamst ci' 1hans. ' ll1e first to use 
mustard gas ind•scriminatel}, by air bombs and aircraft 
spray, seem to have bec.:n lhe Italians during the Abyssin
ian war. The.: casualties among the unprotected Abyssinians 
arc said to ha\C been tcrnblc. As clkcth·e-and for the 
same reasons-were the chen11eal attacks by the Japanese 
against the Chinese. 

\Vorld \ Var II was characterized by an absence of gas 
warfare, although (or perhaps because) both sides were 
prepared for it. Chemical warfare was !united to incendiar
ies and flame throwers. Incend1ary bombs with white phos
phorus were used on a large scale by both sides against cit
ies. \ Vhen exploded by the bursting charge, solid pho~pho
rus disperses in the form of small particles that ignite by 
contact with the air. Ignited particle~ cause painful flesh 
burns that heal very slow!). However, phosphorus bombs 
had only a limited \'aluc and were superseded by metal in
cendiaries made out of magnesium and powdered alumi
num mixed with finely dispersed zinc and iron oxides. ·n1c 
most efficient incendiary, usable both in fire bombs and in 
flame throwers, proved to be napalm-gasoline thickened 
by aluminum soap of naphthalenic and palmitic acids. It 
was used on a large scale by the Allied forces against cities 
and also against troops, particularly troops in trenches or 
bunkers. After \ Vorld \ Var II napalm was used by the United 
tates in Korea and in Vietnam, and by the French 

in Algeria. It has a devastating effect on enemy forces, men 
being transformed into nearly inextinguishable living 
torches. 1\apalm seems to give entire satisfaction to the 
mJ!itary and will probabl) still be used in the 198os, per
haps with minor improvements. 

Research on toxic gases accelerated during vVorld \ Var II 
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high ·allttuclc C\plmions of I 1-l>Ombs. \nothcr possibility. 
as )et unte,tecl. would be the creation of a "hole" m the 
ozone Ia) er of the atmosphere abo,·c cncm~ tern tory (st:c 
,tho Professor \lac Donald's chapt<.r). It is well known that 
the C\tstcnc<. of this ozone la}cr, absorbing dead!) ultra
dolct radtation from the ~un, i~ a prerequisite for the exist 
ence of life on land, \inc<. the spectral region concc..rned tS 
absorbed b} man} organtc substances, among them pro · 
tc.:im, and leads to thctr decomposition. Since ozone itself 
rcacb \U) rc..achl) "tth man~ organic compounds, it is pos 
stblc that at least a parttal destruction of ozone in the rc 
g10n "hc..re it is IIIOSt abundant (twenty to forty kilometers 
aboq.: sea level) would be achic,ed by dispersing a conven 
tent n:agcnt at lhts ht:ight. It is not unbelievable that this 
could be achieved by I he •98os. 

P!iychic Poi~om 

Let us now examine the latest additives to the Jrsenal 
of chc..mtcal \\arfare, the so c-alled psychic poi~ons, or pS}· 
chotomtmcltc compounds, oft<.n referred to 111 the milital) 
conttxt as "mcaps" ( incap.lCitating chemicals). 1 he} arc 
intended to act on the bratn and produce "temporary" 
mental dtsorder among the opponent's mtlital) and ct,ihan 
personn<.l. 

Drug' exerting such action on the brain have been 
known for thousands of years in man~ countncs as crude 
extracts from plants and mushrooms. It seems that these 
substances arc \\idc~prcacl all over the world, but that they 
arc particular!} abundant in \lexico. In 1888 Lewin discov
ered that the chewing of "mescal buttons" or "peyotl" 
(dried lops of a cactus growing ncar to the 1exico U nitcd 
Stale~ border) had long been a practice among Ind ians and 
produced strong hallucinations. The synthesis of mescalin, 
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or so of L\D i~. in principk, sufficJCnt to render temporanly 
schizoplm:mc the entire population of London, in the 
•deal case of C\'en di\tributJon. But cn.n assuming that only 
a thousandth of the 1 \D d1\tributcd JS tak<..n 111 b) the popu
lation, the quanllt) necessary is onl) one ton. Although 
the most efficient llld hod of distribution would be the poi
~oning of drinJ..mg water, inhalation of fine dust could also 
pro,·e quite efficu.:nt. ' I he whole population of <l country 
could be pc>•soned b} spra} mg L.SD solutions ovt:r large 
areas, wh1ch ~c<.:ms tech meally possible toda}. 

During a me.;dlc-JI conference at II \PF (the Supreme 
lleadquartcrs AI !ted Powers, Europe), a IH.:wsrcel was 
shown that ga,·e an icl<:a of the behavior of a battalion of 
soldiers "treated" b) 1 so added to their morning coffee. 
The soldiers were laughing without reason, throwing their 
guns awa), climbmg everywhere, screaming, weeping just 
like childrw-bchavior far from nonnal in an army. Gay 
war, fmm) ''ar, humane \var ... ? t first glance, pcrh1ps. 
Looked at mor<.. clo\cl}, it is not as funny or humane as it 
stems. 

The schizophrenic state induced b) LSD seems to be re
,·ersible if the drug is taken under the control of a phys•cian, 
provided the dose is low enough. But grave, not completely 
reversible, eCfccts ha' e been observed with LSD users in cases 
of overdoses. Used in a war, where it is intended that 
everybody should get an effective dose, most of the popula
tion will ha\'e to rtcei\'C a large overdos<... Such an overdose 
ma) either drive th<.; \'lCllm mad for the rest of h1s life or 
s1mply kill IHm. And what is an effecti,·e dose for a man 
may be deadly for a ch1ld or for a pregnant woman. In addi
tion it was recently announced that LSD possesses terato
genic, i.e., momt<..r-producmg, properties. 

Again, many people receiving LSD will not be sitting quietly 
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at home. ' I hey \\ill be drh·ing cars, trucks, and trains, d•
rechng traffic, handling dLadl) wL-apons, gi\ ing order~. And 
ann11ah Will go wild. Reactions to LSD arc unpn.:d•ctablc, 
and 1t 1s hard!) IIJ...ely that there will be no loss of life in 
the ensuing chaos. 

Other classes of compounds such as atropme and tro
pane derivatives, and the close I}' related p•pcndy I esters, 
such as "d•tran" {t <..th)l )·p•pcnd)l cyclopwt}lphen)l 
glycolate). ha\c also been 1m eshgatcd as potcntiall} psy
chotonumchc drug~. It IS obnousl) \'CI) difficult to obtain 
.1ccuratc data for thtsc drugs lx:cau~e of m•htJI) sccrec). 

II the compounch ment1oned so far arc <tlkalo•ds or de
rivati\'es therefrom, that is to say, mtrogen-containing sub
stances. I1owe\'u, there is also a clas~ of 111lrogcn-free 
chemicals, which 1.hows a rather potent activity: the can
nabinols. Under the names of marijuana (the mericas), 
hash1sh (:\Iiddle Last), or kif (:\orth Afnca), cannabinol
containing drugs have long been recogniZed as able to in· 
duce a f<.:<..lmg of well-b<..ing, d•stortion of space, nnd double 
consciousness. ·111c active dose 1s far grcat<..r than for LSD, 

but progress c-Jn be mndl and present knowledge enor
mous!} widens the field of potential "incaps." 

All these drugs act like rso, causing to ~ome extent 
a state of temporary schizophrenia. 1lle details of their ac
tion arc not yet fi11nly tstablishcd. They arc supposed to 
interfere with normal metabolism of 5-hydrox} trypto
phane, a precursor of serotonin. But it is also sugge ted that 
they could have an eiTcct on adrenalin in the bod), and 
there is some l\ •dcncc that some ps)chotom•mctic sub
stances ma) well act by modifying the balance of the essen
tial material, acct} lcholine, in the brain. But whatever 
these biochemical explanations may be, the fact remains 
that it is now possible lo poison a whole country, creating 
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tivc statements like: "The offensive use of biological agents 
is feasible," and "Biological agents exist which can be used 
strategically to cause casualties in an area the width of a 
continent." A Russian colonel in 1959 went as far as to say 
that "from results of comparative studies of the losses of 
life from conventional weapons, war poisons, and atomic 
energy on one side and losses from biological weapons on 
the other, it is believed today that a biological war would 
have the greatest effect of all." Biological warfare has in 
fact given us the most forceful instance so far of the truth 
of lsador Rabi's observation that "the combining of mili
tary techniques and science makes it easy to apply scientific 
principles to kill people-who are not strong structures." 

Very little has been published about the Soviet study of 
biological warfare, but a high level of civil defence prepar
edness indicates that it has attracted much attention; that 
would hardly have been the case were there no first-hand 
information on the offensive potential. In fact, it was 
claimed that, when the American program started to ex
pand in 1959, the U.S.S.R. led the United States. The 
American level of expenditure for research and develop
ment in chemical and biological warfare then climbed 
from around $35 million per year to about $150 million by 
1964, so it is conceivable that the supposed gap has now 
been closed, particularly if one adds the British and Cana
dian investments of funds and personnel. 

Simple competition may partly explain the biological 
arms race, but technical factors have provided fuel for it. 
In the first place, strategy is becoming more and more de
pendent upon civil defence, and microbiological weapons 
arc well suited for large-scale civilian targets. Some of their 
inheren t characteristics, such as the incubation period and 
the possibilities for protection of one's own forces, add a 
certain amoun't of freedom to their strategic use and also 
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hard to d1smiss as unrealistic an example given by Dr. 
Brock Chisholm, formerly head of the \Vorld Ilealth Organ
ization. I Ie has speculated about a hypothetical nation 
making an attack on the United States by 100 vaccinated 
agents using botulinus toxin as the weapon. Each would 
import a few pounds in a body belt and proceed to one of 
the major cities, power sites, or military centers. At a pre
arranged time each would take a small private plane from 
the local airport and then dust his target from the wind
ward side with the aid of a small, easily made apparatus. 
Fatalities after such an attack might range from forty to 
nearly one hundred per cent, and the attack might well be 
blamed on the U.S.S.R. Nuclear weapons would then be 
fired, and retaliation from the U.S.S.R. would be automatic 
and immediate. 

Wh y Defence Is Difficult 

The microbiological agents that might be used for 
offensive purposes represent a whole range of weapons sys
tems rather than a single type of weapon. Antipersonnel, 
antianimal and anticrop agents all pose different defence 
problems; an open aerosol attack would represent one 
weapons system and a covert dissemination of infected in
sects another, quite different system. The situation is fur
ther complicated by the various means an enemy might 
employ in order to enhance his attack. Radiation from nu
clear fa11out would aggravate the results of an aerosol 
attack on man or animals by lowering natural resistance. 
Carriers like crystal needles might help viruses to penetrate 
plants. Elimination of chlorination would permit or 
simplify an attack on water supplies. And so on. 

Specific prophylaxis, by vaccination for example, or culti· 
vation of disease-resistant crop plants, has a very severe 
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by :ur of substantial quantities of vaccin~, antibiotics, and 
chcmtcals in the event of an attack. 

Several of the United Nations specialized agencies have 
a certain competence in the biological defence area. 1be 
World Health Organi? .. ation ( \V.H.O.), for instance, can 
be expected to have an interest in the public health aspects. 
' l11c Food and Agnculture Organization (F.A.O.) should 
be concerned with the protection of plants and animals, 
while the relevant microbiological research, documentation, 
and science policy falls within the scope of U ESCO. In 
view of the political dangers of impromptu international 
comnuttecs appointed to study allegations of biological at
tack, the establishment of an independent International 

ficrobwlogical Agency as a parallel to the International 
Atomic Energy Agency ( I.A.E.A. ) has rcccn tly been pro
posed. This would tic a control function in biological war 
fare to the peaceful applications of microbiology, in the 
same wa} as the control of reactor fuels is tied to the peace
ful uses of nuclear energy within the I.A.E.A. Since_ biologi
cal warfare could well upset the delicate power balance 
that now affords a precarious stability in the world, the su
perpowers should have a very real interest in biological dis
amlament and control. ' I11ey are in the best position to 
know that the biological weapons are likely to remain er
ratic and difficult to handle as part of military games theory, 
the more so the cruder the technology. TI1e superpowers 
should also know that a comprehensive defence program 
would involve almost prohibitive costs; they should also be 
conscious of the drain of such a program on a professional 
group (the microbiologists ) that has many vital functions 
in society and is of considerable significance for the techni
cal aid to developing countries that is now an important 
part of their foreign policy. 

l\ ficrobiological weapons come from some of the largest 
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als for general and complete disarmament, to the effect that 

biological and chemical weapons should eventually be sub

ject to control. Insurance J!gainst the use of biological weap

ons in a disarmed world m!g!lt, however, prove to be im-

'}ossible owing to the many delivery systems available to the 

potential user. Inspections to check on the possible manu

facture of biological weapons also involve severe problems. 

Techniques include registration of scientific personnel, ac

counting of materials, fiscal controls, and visits to con

ceivable production and testing facilities. If an efficient sys

tem for the regulation of research and development, and 

for preventing testing and clandestine stockpiling cannot 

be proposed, it is unlikely that nations will be prepared to 

disarm. The Pugwash movement early recognized this prob

lem and in recent years has operated a special study group 

on biological warfare, which has organized a series of ex

perimental inspections in four countries, in order to gain 

practical control experience. This study has not yet been 

completed, but the inspectors have come to the conclusion 

that the possibilities of arriving at a reasonably effective 

control srstcm are better than originally expected. 
Control and inspection are hardly possible with regard 

to "sabotage" quantities of biological weapons, but large

scale military efforts arc probably not easy to hide. For in

stance, the Pine Bluff Arsenal in Arkansas, where biologi

cal weapons are produced, as well as toxic-chemical and 

riot-control munitions, covers some 15,000 acres. Facilities 

for field testing would seem to be even more difficult to 

conceal. rn,e Dugway Proving Ground is an example, occu

pying an area in Utah larger than the state of Rhode Island. 

Strong sunlight might help to accelerate the biological de

cay in a testing ground, but animals might harbor the micro

organisms, and some bacteria might be so resistant that 

they would be detectable by normal sampling techniques 
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over long periods and at considerable distances from the 

test site. A high degree of resistance has, for instance, been 

observed in the case of anthrax, which was used for bio

logical warfare experiments on the small island of Gruinard, 

off the northwest coast of Scotland, during World War II. 

After a recent study, it was stated that this island "may re

main infected for one hundred years." 
evertheless, control and inspection problems remain 

daunting because there is nothing about a production fa

cility that would necessarily show on the outside of the 

buildings, and extensive field tests might be staged covertly 

on foreign soil. Consequently an intelligence activity would 

have to be part of the effort. For that to be fully effective, 

unorthodox supporting in itiatives might also be required 

-perhaps internationalization of the microbiological pro

fession, or provisions for diplomatic immunity and awards 

for disclosure of military preparations contrary to interna

tional agreement. 
Fortunately, from the political point of view it might not 

be necessary to have an absolutely "leak-proof" system. The 

most important aspects would be found in side effects. The 

preparations for a control and inspection system would re

quire contacts that would help to reduce the mistrust 

among nations, and they would tend to reinforce the in

ternational conscience in the field. International and re

gional agreements aimed at neutralizing the political dan

gers of allegations of biological attack and at limiting the 

spread of weapons technology would then logically follow. 

Moral and Military Thin Ice 

Discussions of the relative moral merits of napalm 

burning, saturation bombing, and nuclear warfare versus 

the use of infectious aerosols seem pointless without a care-
• 
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ful balancing of the long-range interests in terms of self-ex

pression and happiness as far as both the attacker and the 

target population are concerned. Such a type of penetrating 

analysis is difficult for anybody to perform, particularly 

for the military man or the average politician. Superficially 

the microbiological weapons might seem preferable, be

cause they include a wide range of agents that temporarily 

incapacitate rather than kill human beings and they do not 

have the obvious genetic effects that we associate with nu

clear weapons. However, this is hardly enough to open the 

door to their use, since the young, the elderly, and the in

firm may be killed by so-called incapacitating agents and 

there is in any case no clear dividing line between those 

weapons and other agents giving a very high mortality. 

Once the use of microbiological weapons became accept

able, the supposed "humane" aspects would be offset by an 

almost inevitable escalation. 
Future confli cts arc likely, in short, to breed weapons 

moaeled upon nature's own ecological system. Man's suc

cess witb b iological control of insects and other pests indi

cates a road that is certainly appalling. Our dismay should 

not be aroused merely because microbiological agents are 

invisible and lack smell and taste, or because a perfect de
fence will never exist except in the minds of some theo

rists. What should determine our attitude is rather the fact 

that these weapons, like other weapons of mass destruction, 

will never be selective enough to spare individuals who are 

not responsible for the situation that breeds them. Mean

while, the war gamesmen who balance the costs of antibal

listic missiles ( ABM ) against "acceptable" megadeaths 

seem to walk on thin ice in presuming fair play or Expected 

Gentlemanly Behavior (EcB ) by the opponent, as far as 

biological weapons arc concerned. 
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,·chicle, would make the human soldier completely obso.. 
Jete. One robot would perform all the functions of the 
~re\\1 of a bomber or tank or submarine and can be built in 
as p~rt of the unit, requiring no space for moving about. 

The application of such robots to war purposes will 
plainly change the whole character of war. T'hc main effect 
will come from the development of "suicide" bomb car
riers of incredible accuracy and ranges of thousands of kilo
meters. Before we consider those, we can look at the use 
of robot soldiers in more conventional war situations. 

Robot Soldiers 

T he traditional function of a soldier, whether on foot 
or in a vehicle, is to find the enemy soldier and destroy him 
with a weapon. To do so he must propel himself across the 
land until he is close enough to detect the enemy by sight 
and ~im his weapon. All these functions can be perforn1ed 
far better by a compact armored robot with a sophisticated 
walking mechanism. It can be equipped with light and in
frared vision, radar, and sonar; it can carry a built-in weapon 
such as a gun or rocket launcher, directed by computer 
to an exact range and aim on an enemy; and the same com
puter can steer the robot, even across terrain requiring cir
cumambulations, to the desired point, and maneuver it so 
as to search for the enemy. \Vith a laser or plasma-torch 
light spot it can blind all human eyes looking at it. The ar
mored robot can carry enough fuel to run for a week with
out stopping, and it can operate with comparative impun
ity in highly radioactive regions. Sensitive parts such as the 
computer and the sensory detectors can be placed in well 
armored compartments close to the ground to make them 
almost invulnerable. The light and other signals can, if 
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appropriate, reach the shielded detectors via tall periscopes 
or external aerials. 

A regiment of such robo.t soldiers could be controlled by 
a human officer in a tank who remains several kilometers 
behind them in a well-prottected spot. A line of such robots 
spaced twenty meters apart might be deployed to move at 
fifteen kilometers per hou"r through a jungle and destroy 
all men encountered there. A bigger robot vehicle could 
carry a horizontal chain saw in front of it and cut down all 
trees and push them to eifher side so as to clear a straight 
track ten meters wide through the jungle, which could then 
be patrolled by robot soldiers to ensure that no man would 
be able to cross the track. The robot soldiers might be re
fueled and rearmed by service robots traveling along such a 
track once a week. 

In conditions where an t ipersonnel weapons and radio
active fallout make battlefields untenable by human troops, 
robots may be the only means of carrying out the tradi
tiOnal military task of occupying and holding ground. They 
will also be immune to chemical and biological poisons, to 
napalm, and most other weapons intended to kill human
ity. One can envisage battles, or whole campaigns, waged 
between opposing robot an11ics, with comparatively little 
l1uman par~icipation. 

The task of policing a terrorist-ridden town might be left 
almost entirely to specially designed robots that would pa
trol the streets, send television pictures of any event to a 
central control station, and fire an explosive shell at any 
gunflash with a delay of only a fraction of a second. 

Robots Instead of Heroes 

Manned fighting vehicles have reached a very ad
vanced stage of development : they include the tank on 
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sion away from the target but sti11 on his own territory. ~Iy 
belief is that evel") thing else would be tried, in a frenzy of 
improvisation, and that many of the "tanks" would reach 
their targets. 

The very slowness of the "tanks," compared with at
tack by rocket or bomber, alters a common assumption 
about nuclear weapons-that there is a bi -stable situation 
in which the bombs arc either held back or delivered more 
or less instant!}. with virtually no time for second thoughts 
on either side before the bombs go off. \Ve can now see 
an intermediate state of affairs, in which the bombs are 
plainly and relentlessly on their way, constituting a threat 
of the gravest kind but still allowing perhaps several hours 
for the political decisions that can halt them before the 
first reaches its target. 

Other Robot \Veapons Systems 

Compared with the walking "tanks," other robot 
weapons s}·stems will have over-all characteristics less un
familiar to us. They will generally enhance the perform
ance of systems at present falling within the scope of guided 
weapons on the one hand and manned aircraft and sub
marines on the other, by combining the advantages of both: 
giving the guided weapon something of the reasoning power 
of men or, conversely, giving the systems at present oper
ated by men the fast response, compactness, and expenda
bility that characterize the guided missile. 

Present ballistic missiles are crude compared with the 
robot-controlled n•tclcar warhead of the future. It wi11 be 
steered about its general ballistic path, using ancillary rock
ets, by a miniaturized computer responsible for navigation, 
evasion of antiballistic missiles, and eventual target identi
fication. It will constantly reckon the fuel and time remain-
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to sink every surface ship or other submarine in fixed 
areas excludmg narrow lanes for use by friendly ships. 

War of the Robots 

Present-day automatic guidance and control systems 
for weapons arc still comparatively primitive, and lack the 
versatility and capacity for tactical judgment of human 
servicemen. lt is therefore still possible to argue the impor
tance of manned aircraft, of infantry soldiers and traditional 
warships. ~ithin a very few years this situation will be 
completely altered. To the already indisputably faster re
sponse of electronic control will be added as much capacity 
for infom1ation storage, decision-making, sensory input, 
and pattern-recognition as operational staffs care to specify. 

len will cease to be valued in battle; on the contrary, they 
Will be recogni7.cd as a grave complication in systems de
sign, introducing great penalties of volume, weight, and 
vulnerability. Indeed, once the assumption that war is an 
affair for humans has been shaken, the military incentives 
to develop robot weapons will become irresistible. Robot 
soldiers immune to flying metal and to nuclear flash and 
radiation arc simply a beltcr military proposition than hu
man troops, however brave and resourceful. Aircraft that 
need not get home, submarines that require no pressure
proof hull, and yet which can carry out all the maneuvers 
and opportunistic functions of the corresponding manned 
fighting vehicles, can have a performance in relation to cost 
that the latter could never match . 

As the chances of human survival in battle dwindle to
ward zero, with the deployment of weapons that leave little 
to chance, humans are likely, in future wars, to stand help
lessly by as a struggle rages between robot armies, navies, 
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AMONC FUTURE MEANS of obtaining national objectives by 
force, one possibility hinges on man's ability to control and 
manipulate the environment of his planet. \Vhen achieved, 
this _power over his environment willpto.vide man with a 
_pew force capable of doing great and indiscriminate dam
.age. Our present primitive understanding of deliberate en
vironmental change makes it difficult to imagine a world 
in which geophysical warfare is practiced. Such a world 
might be one in which nuclear weapons were effectively 
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banned and the weapons of mass destruction were those of 
environmental catastrophe. Altemativel}, I can envisage a 
world of nuclear lltability resulting from parity in such weap
ons, rendered unstable by the development by one nation 
of an advanced technology capable of modifying the earth's 
environment. Or geophysical weapons may be part of each 
nation's armory. As I will argue, these weapons arc peculiarly 
suited for covert or secret wars. 

Science-fiction literature contains many suggestions of 
how \Vars would progress if man indeed possessed the abil
ity to change weather, climate, or ocean currents. 1any of 
these fictional suggestions, and other more serious discus
sions, fail to take into account the limitations of nature. 
Jules Verne gave a detailed discussion of displacing the 
earth's polar caps, thus making the world's climatic zones 
more equitable ( Les Voyages Extraordinaircs; Sans Dessus 
Dessous, Metze), 1889). Verne's proposal was to eliminate 
the twenty-three-degree tilt in the earth's axis, putting it 
at right angles to the sun-earth plane. JJowever, as Verne 
correctly pointed out in a subsequent discussion, the 
earth's equatorial bulge stabilizes our planet, and even the 
launching of a 18o,ooo-ton projectile would produce a dis
placement of only one-tenth of a micron. Senator Estes 
Kefauver, Vice-Presidential candidate in the 1956 Ameri
can election, rediscovered Verne's original proposal and 
was seriously concerned with the tipping of the earth's axis. 
I Ie reported that the earth's axis could, as the result of an 
11-bomb explosion, be displaced by ten degrees. Either Sen
ator Kefauver or his scientific advisers neglected the stabiliz
ing influence of the earth's bulge. The maximum displace
ment that can be expected from the explosion of a one
hundred-megaton I !-weapon is less than one micron, as 
Walter Munk and I pointed out in our book, Rotation of 
the Earth (Cambridge University Press, ew York, 196o). 
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The climattc optimum was peculiar. While on the whole 
there was a very gradual decrease of rainfall, the decrease 
was interrupted b) long droughts during which the surface 
peat dried. Thts fluctuation occurred several times, the 
main dry penods being from 2000 to IC)OO, 1200 to 1000, and 
700 to 500 B.C. The last, a dry heat wave lasting approxi
mate]) 200 years, was the best developed. The drought, 
though not sufficiently intense to interrupt the steady de
velopment of forests, did cause extensive migrations of peo
ples from drier to wetter regions. 

A change to colder and wetter conditions occurred in 
Europe about 500 B.C. and was by far the greatest and most 
abrupt alteration in climate since the end of the last Icc 
Age. It had a catastrophic effect on the early civilization of 
Europe: large areas of forest were killed by the rapid growth 
of peat, and the levels of the Alpine lakes rose suddenly, 
flooding many of the lake settlements. This climatic 
change did not last long; by the beginning of the Christian 
era, conditions did not differ greatly from current ones. 
Since then climatic variations have continued to occur, and 
although none has been as dramatic as that of 500 s.c., a 
perturbation known as the little ice age of the seventeenth 
century is a recent noteworthy example. The cause of these 
historical changes in climate remains shrouded in mystery. 
The rapid changes of climate in the past suggest to many 
that there exist instabilities affecting the balance of solar 
radiation. 

Indeed, climate is primarily determined by the balance 
between the incoming short wave from the sun (princi
pally light) and the loss of outgoing long-wave radiation 
(principally heat). 

T hree factors dominate the balance: the energy of the 
sun, the surface character of terrestrial regions (water, ice, 
vegetation, desert, etc.), and the transparency of the earth's 
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may tend to accumulate, though the mixing time for this 

part of the atmosphere is certainly less than ten yc-Jrs and 

may be a few months. If a nation's meteorologists calcu

lated that a general warming or cooling of the earth was 

in their national interest, improving their climate ''hilc 

worsening others, the temptation to release materials from 

high·altitude rockets might exist. At present we know too 

little about the paradmacal effects of wanning and cooling. 

however, to tell what the outcome might be. 
\(ore sudden, pcrhap~ much briefer but n::vertheless dis· 

astrous, effects are predictable if chemical or ph}sical means 

were developed for attacking one of the natural constitu

ents of the atmosphere-ozone. A low concentration of 

ozone ( Oa, a rare molecular form of oxygen) m a layer be
tween fifteen and fifty kilometers altitude has the utmost 

significance for life on land. It is responsible for absorbing 

the greater part of the ultraviolet from the sun. In mild 

doses, this radiation causes sunburn; if the full force of 1t 

were expcncnced at the surface, it would be fatal to all life 

-including farm crops and herds-that could not take 

shelter. The ozone is replenished daily, but a temporary 

"hole" in the ozone layer over a target area might be cre

ated by physical or chemical action. For example, ultravio

let at 250 millimicrons wave length decomposes ozone mol

ecules, and ozone reacts readily with a wide range of ma

terials. 
At present, we can only tentatively speculate about mod

if)ing the short-wave radiation at its source, the sun. \Ve 

ha\'C discovered major im.tabilihes on the sun's surface 

that might be manipulated many years hence. In a solar 

flare, for example, 1010 megatons of energy are stored in 

distorted magnetic fields. With advanced techniques of 

launching rockets and setting off large explosions, we may 

sometime in the future learn to trigger these instabilities. 
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human in the same sense that we are; we therefore ha\e 
no need to treat them as if they were like us, or to be con
cerned "tth what they might be suffering tf the} were truly 
human beings. lluoughout recent history racism of one 
kind or another has been the all} and support of dehuman 
i?.atton in this sense; the) who arc less than human may 
differ from us in inherited physical type (race) or in reli
gion or language or national tdentit} or ideology, or in any 
combmation of these. 'Jl1e result tS the same; we deny them 
a true humanity. 

\Vhat 1 ftar, and what I regard as highl} probable, is that 
the robotitmg of our weapons will greatly accentuate this 
process; one form of dehumanization will feed the other. 
The farth<.r we, indt\ idual human beings, arc from our tar· 
get, the bs we will be concerned about how others suffer 
under attack. Even under present conditions of convcn 
tiona! warfare, only a fraclton of our militaf} personnel 
comes into direct contact with the enemy; that is one rca 
son wh} J hme uc,·er been persuaded that personal aggres
siveness pia} cd an tmportanl role as a moth·c for war. \ Vith 
these new weapons, however, the fraction will diminish 
ev<.n further; and there will be e,·cn less room for sympath} 
or empathy that might attenuate the suffering inflicted on 
others. 

nothcr meaning to the concept of dehumanization has 
also been invoked, namely, that certain forms of warfare 
are contrary to human nature. This is a complex and diffi
cult idea to apply in practice, because it assumes a know! 
edge of what kinds of military weaponry arc "human" and 
what kinds "nonhuman" or "inhuman." 1 know of no body 
of scientific knowledge that would pcm1it of a decision in 
this case. \Vhat is more "inhuman"-a submarine sinking, 
napalm, or ~ticking a bayonet through another man's belly? 
The human mind is a complex and fearful contradiction, 
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fensivcl) Long ago Pascal wrote: V bite en de~il des Pyre
nees, erreur au deJa (Truth on thts side of the Pyrenees, er
ror on the other). This kind of cthnocentnc perception 
pre\'ails, whatever the nature of the mountains that sepa
rate one nation from othe~. 

1 his is nothing new. \Vhat is new is the intenstt} that 
charactenzcs nationalistic attitudes, so that the man who 
seeks a larger view, who tries to sec the world as others sec 
it, runs the risk of supreme condemnation as "unpatriotic." 
\Ve arc witnessing an outburst, a proliferation of nations 
and nabonaltsm prec•scly at a mom<;nt in history wh<..n na
tionalistic attitudes should be considered anachronistic and 
lethal. The development of new weapons adds to the dan
ger by giving to a nation the conviction that it now pos· 
scsses the means to destroy the "enemy." \Vhcthcr or not 
it will decide to do so will probably depend on its estimate 
of what the encm} will be able to do in retaliation, but the 
unrealistic nature of nationall~hc psycholoro make:. it 

equally Jikcl) that there wJJI be an exaggerated 'iew of 
one's own destructive capacit). 

The growth of nationali~tic attitudes is due to a variety 
of historical and political factors that 1 am not competent 

to identify or discuss, but there arc also psychological as
pects of considerable importance. :\1any observers of the 
contemporal) scene arc struck b) a kind of pessimism re
garding the future that is characteristic of many young peo
ple all over the world. There is a decrease in what has been 
called "future time perspective," the willingness to forgo a 
present gratification in order to obtain greater rewards at a 
later time. !any of these )Ouths appear to be concerned 

only with the here and now. TI1is may be associated with a 
feeling of rootlessness, of not belonging, of ha\ ing no

where to go, a feeling akin to what many sociologists have 
called "anomie." This in turn is not very different from the 
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description by ps}chologists of a lack of a sense of identity, 
of uncertainty as to who and what one is, of unwillingness 
to Jcccpt the self, with its failings as well as its , irtues. The 
search for identity continues, bowc,•er, and may take the 
form of b1zarre and even antisocial behav1or, sanctioned 
and supported by the peer group, S} mbolizcd b} styles in 
dress, hair, vocabulary, and recreational activ1b~. rt rna} 
also lead, however, to seeking and finding a refuge in na
tional identity, prcc1scly because personal identity is so un
satisfactory. One may not know where one is going, but the 
nation remains, strong, noble, invincible, and indestructible. 

This analysis is admittedly speculative and is based on 
impressions rather than on scientific data. I have no way of 
knowing how widely it would apply; obviously many young 
people would not fit the pattern just described. \Vhat docs 
seem well established is that personal insecurity and con
cern with status arc associated with ctlmoccntricism and 
chauvinism, and it is reasonable to conclude that, other 
things being equal, whatever makes people more insecure 
at the same time creates a propitious climate for the more 
extreme forms of nationalism. The circle is now com
plete; nationalistic attitudes lead to the development and 
acquisition of weapons, new and old, which create uncer
tainty and add to the feeling of personal insecurity, which 
in ~urn .c~ntrib~1tes to the encouragement of shll stronger 
natJonahshc attitudes. My fear is that this mechanism will 
make it easier for the chaU\'inistic leader to find followers 
and to carry public opinion with him. 

Fear and Hope 

One further fear is related to what has been called 
the self-fulfilling prophecy. If we expect certain events to 
occur, if we predict that they wiJI occur, then (other things 
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being equal) they arc more !Jkel> to occur. The example 
usually given is that of a rumor that a particular bank is 
about to fail. This results in a rush of people to the bank 
to withdraw their deposits, and because the bank is unpre
pared to meet all the demands on short notice, it actually 
does fail. Other thmgs must be equal, howe\'er; Chamber
lain's prediction of "peace in our time" was not exactly ful
filled. 

The mechanism involved is actually quite simple, but it 
applies exclusively to those situations in which our own 
actions play a relevant part. If we-leaders as well as follow
ers-regard a war as inevitable, and if as a consequence we 
do nothing to prevent it, then our attitudes and our inac
tion contribute to the likelihood of war. ly fear is that the 
proliferation of weapons, new and old, may itself consti
tute a self-fulfilling prophecy. The weapons arc there, of 
course, for defence, not for aggression; but who can define 
aggression? \Vho is more aggressive, the boy (or the nation ) 
who puts a chip on his shoulder and defies the other to 
knock it off, or the boy (or the nation) who accepts the 
challenge? The very existence of the weapons constitutes 
the greatest temptation to their use. 

In this chapter I have written of my fears; I have made 
no predictions. There is after all a considerable difference 
between being afraid that something may happen and 
prophesying that it will. Fear can be disruptive, leading to 
panic, immobility, an abdication of rationality in favor of 
blind emotion; it can also be constructive, creative in the 
search for ways of escape, sharpening the wits in order to 
avoid or overcome danger. One of the difficulties is that so 
many of us are too apathetic to be afraid, either trusting to 
fate to extricate us, or shrugging our shoulders at the pros
pect of "what wiJI be will be." I can only express the h~pe 
that my own fears have a constructive aspect, that takmg 
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to!) of the.. rqx: tted failurts to achieve & .. armanH.nt and 
a,·o1d war. 

The nlllitarists h,l\·c bcc..n much the same kinds of p<:o 
pie, at least for the last hundred )Cars. They ha' c included 
militar) staff~ who .uc deeply imbued with the belief that 
wars arc inevitable, and that "human nature docs not 
change." Another group has co111pmed the armaments 
manufacturc..rs and salesmen "ho, encouraged b) their na· 
tiona I gO\ ernmc..nts to accept a "patnotlc clut) ," de,·clop a 
vested interest in prtparation for "ar and in promoting the 
export of anm. ·r lmdly, there ha,·c lx:cn the p.ttriotic soci
eties, dedicated to the cultivation of nationalistic ideals 
and the glorific-at10n of military ~lrcnglh. J\ gain, the in
Auence of technical :mel trade journah, with editorials fa
voring military application of industrial resources, must not 
be underestnnalcd. The acti' ities of these groups interlock 
to create "the mihtary-industrial complex" of which Prcsi 
dent E1scnhowc..r ".trned his fdlow eounll') men. 

'Iltere b an adchtlonal militarist clas~. most sinio;ter of 
all: the secret st.rv1ccs and intelligence agc..nc1es, "hich op· 
eratc ouls1de normal go,ernmental control, ISOlated by 
their secret) and Jdt to pursue what lht) regard as their 
nations' best interests b) underhand means. ' llte mentality 
necessar) to carry out such work 111 peacetime ensures that 
these agcncic~ will allract at lca$t a proportion of men for 
whom all foreigner~ arc enemies and all liberal thought an 
anathema. \l o~t work of secret agc..nts remains forever se· 
cret. but that wh1ch docs come to the surface is plainly 
seen to be immical to the cau~c of disarmament and peace. 
If one singles out the C.I.A. in this connection, it is only 
because consc1<.nt10us Americans ha\'<: brought some of its 
activities to l1ght in recent years; other nations, including 
my own, have their secret services, just as they have their 
"military-indmtrial complexes." 

.. 
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1946 and 1955. At the first the Russians rejected out of 
hand, w1th extravagant attacks, generous American propos· 
als for putting atomic energy under international control. 

In 1955 after three years' urging by the \Vestcm powers, 
the Soviet Union accepted their comprehensive proposals 
for disarmament. Thereupon the United States withdrew 
the proposals. 

Militarism Today 

The fact is that the world has not, since 1945, en
joyed even the brief respite from militarism that occurred 
after World \Var I. Instead, we have had a continuous arms 
race between the major powers, involving particularly nu
c1car weapons and delivery systems, and lesser arms races 
in troubled regions, particularly the Middle East and south
ern Asia, where the am1ament industries of East and \Vest 
have found ready markets for their products. 

Organized opposition to disarmament, most visible in 
the United States, but occurring also in the Soviet Union, 
Britain, France, and China, has triumphed. It is not diffi
cult to sec how these resolute minorities succeed. r n the 
first place, comprehensive disarmament depends upon si
multaneous good will from all countries in the negotia
tions; it is necessary only that the militarists secure the 
ascendancy in one major country to frustrate the discus· 
sions. Secondly, every failure and every increment in amla· 
ments adds fuel to the militarist flame. 

Today, militarism assumes subtler guises than those of 
the bemedaled general gloating over his nuc1ear weapons, 

or the mad scientist of the horror film enthusiastically con
cocting new terrors for mankind; although it cannot be de
nied that some individuals fit these parts quite well. More 
typical is the bland civilian who reasons that a disarmed 
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world would be more dangerous, that the "other side" will 
agree to disarmament only as a temporary move in the 
game, that nuclear \var ma}' not be as insupportable as is 
generally supposed. Sir Soli) Zuckem1an, until recently 
Britajo's chief defence scientist, has condemned the fash
ion for "abstract" modes of thought about nuclear war, and 

for replacing strategic judgmt.nts by numerical calculations. 
I Ie has denounced the argument that nuclear war is "feas
ible," and that organized society could survive it, as "un
realistic mumbo-jumbo." 

Echoes from 1911 and 1935 arc still heard in the adver
tisements of am1amcnts manufacturers, in the editorials of 
the aerospace journals, in the impatient utterances of pa
triotic societies. For the most part, however, the militarists 
in our midst are smooth and sorrowful in speech, yet in 
their purposes more savage and (because more sophisti
cated) more sordid than Attila the I I un. 

Prospects lor Disarmament 

Are the prospects for disarmament improving or de
teriorating? It is at least possible-and necessary-to re
main optimistic. International relations arc not markedly 
better or worse than in the past; deterioration in some 
parts of the world is offset by miraculous improvement in 
others, notably in Europe. The great cost and rapid obso
lescence of weapons, characteristic of the present age of ad
vancing technology, provide governments with a strong 
motive for calling a halt. The limited steps in disarmament 

since 1945 demonstrate the possibility of agreement. 
It is customary nowadays to regard China as the greatest 

impediment. Not only the Americans, but the Russians, 
too, are fearful of China's growing strength and may be un
willing to disarm unless China docs the same. The assump· 
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the \Vorld Health Organu.abon, U 'ESCO, the \\ orld 
Banl and the Intcmahonal \londary Fund, and several 
others. They have ne\·er had as much mone} as they rcall} 
need, but their influence is felt all over the world, and af
fects the everyday lives of ever>•onc. 'n1cy operate according 
to international ideas and aims, without overmuch respect 
for narrow national interests. 

'111e control of nuclear fuels for peaceful purposes, the 
regulation of broadcasting standards and frcqucncks, air
safety regulations, vaccination regulations for travelers, ma
chinery for the conclusion of tariff agreements (for exam 
pic, the Kennedy Round )-all these and many other prac
tical functions of government have been willingly surrcn 
dered to international institutions. 'n,c technical and 
cultural requirements of our international society are 
sweeping aside the barriers between nations in almost every 
peaceful human activity, and eroding national sovereignty. 

It is often said, even by many who earnestly wish for it, 
that the concept of world government is idealistic and re
mote. That is patent!} absurd, because we already ha\·e 
a great deal of world government. \Voolf pointed out its 
existence more than half a century ago, and since then it 
has multiplied. \Ve sec it in action in the Security Council, 
the U. . General Assembly, the International Court of 
Justice, and the specialized intergovernmental agencies. 
1l1e question is not whether world government is possible, 
but simply how much we shall have, how strong we shall 
make it. 

The Futile Race 

This interpretation does not underestimate the ob
stacles to further development of world govcmment at the 
political, legal, and military levels, least of all the continua-
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THE NEW WEAPONS 

BY 

N I GEL CALDER 
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Wuy 11. SUMMARY? Why restate the principal conclusions 

of the expert contributors to this book? The reason is that 

the accumulation of possibilities and risks from many kinds 

of warlike activity deserves at least as much attention as the 

specific forecasts within each field of expertise. 

The weapons discussed range from some that exist al· 

ready, through others under development or plainly plausi· 

ble, to some that may seem farfetched. Right or wrong, 

these last must represent the weapons of the more distant 

future about which we can onl> guess, knowing that un· 

foreseeable discoveries or inventions are likely to generate 

even stranger military applications. The impression this 

book is intended to make, and this summary to reinforce, 

is that military technology is a Hydra: for each weapon that 

seems familiar and containable, others rise up threatening 

to defy containment; for every problem, generated by the 
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military rivalries between nations, that attracts the atten
tion of statesmen, others are looming scarcely noticed. 

Even without the introduction of novel scientific prin
ciples or devices into warfare, technical Improvement of 
"conventional" weapons, using projectiles, high explosives, 
and armor, is increasing their power to kill and to deva
state. The chief reason is that the usc of radar and other 
target sensors, of proximity fuses and of computers for fire 
control, greatly enhances the accuracy of each gun shot or 
missile round. Such techniques can probably deny a bat
tlefield to infantry, deny the air to manned aircraft, and 
deny the sea to surface ships-unless countermeasures can 
frustrate the electronic systems. No one knows just how ef
fective the competing techniques will be and, if a conven
tional "great war" were to break out between wcJI-cquipped 
nations in the future, it would be what General Bcaufre 
calls a "truly enormous experiment." It could easily degen
erate into bloody attrition worse than that of the two 
\Vorld \Vars. 

Such a major conventional war is in any case made im
probable by the existence of nuclear weapons. Swift attacks, 
initiated by greatly superior forces and achieving their 
purpose within a few days, seem to be politically and mili
tarily the only effective style remaining for com·entional 
war. Against poorly equipped but weJI-organized guerrillas, 
on the other hand, the most sophisticated weapons systems 
may succeed only in "hitting air," and serve merely to post
pone an inevitable political settlement. 

Professor Dedijer takes the view that new weapons 
scarcely affect the principles of guerriJia warfare: guerrillas 
have always been at a disadvantage in firepower and they 
make it their business to be absent when a massive attack 
is launched against them. Dedijer characterizes guerrilla 
warfare as a politically motivated form of resistance in un-
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derdeveloped countries, nationalistic in nature and directed 
against foreign influences in the rule of the guerrilla's own 
country. If it matches the aspirations of the general popula
tion, it will tend to prosper and the only plausible strategy 
against well-organized guerrillas involves long and costly 
attrition in infantry engagements-destroying an idea by 
kiiJing all those who hold it. 

IIere is the "poor man's power," the means by which un
derprivileged people can, when they feel driven to it, con· 
front modem military forces with a good chance of success. 
\ Vith the poor of the underdeveloped countries tending to 
become poorer as populations explode, and with continuing 
interference by great powers in the affairs of nations within 
their "spheres of influence," the prospect is of an endless 
series of guerrilln wars, particularly in Latin America, South
east Asia, and parts of Africa. The only way of averting such 
an appalling future, in Dcdijcr's view, is to remove the 
causes of social unrest, by massive aid and political reform. 
Neither in the scale nor in the manner of present aid is 
there much ground for hope. 

The trend with which Sir John Cockcroft is chiefly con
cerned is the acquisition of nuclear '"capons by countries 
not already possessing them-leading to greater likelihood 
of nuclear war breaking out, somewhere, between a pair of 
nations. The development of usable nuclear weapons and 
of their means of delivery is an expensive business, but 
within the resources of several nations, at least. For the 
manufacture of A-bombs, the cost of plutonium is really 
very low and the construction of nuclear power stations in 
many countries provides a ready· made source of nuclear 
explosive if international safeguards should fail or be dis
regarded. 

Besides the existing nuclear powers, seven nations (Can
ada, West Germany, Indin, Italy, Japan, Spain, and Swc-
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den) will have the potential to produce more than one hun
dred kilograms of plutonium per year, by 1971. Cockcroft 
expresses anx•ety about a possible chain reaction, in which 
the acquisition of nuclear weapons by one new country 
would provoke other nations to follow suit. For example, 
if three nations made nuclear weapons for the first time 
in the 1970s, ten might do so in the 198os, and thirty in the 
199QS. 

At present, the construction of 11-bombs, rather than A
bombs, depends on uranium-235 as the triggering explosive, 
and the preparation of this material im·olves a \'Cry costly 
and cumbersome gas diffusion plant. As Dr. Inglis points 
out, the development of ways of obtaining uranium-235 
more easily, or of using plutonium as a trigger, could greatly 
aggravate the problem of nuclear proliferation. 

FThe laws of physics being what they arc, Inglis believes 
with some confidence that there is no radically new princi
ple for nuclear weapons to supplement the existing choice 
of fission and fusion bombs. 'or does he think that there 
is likely to be much extension of the choice of the materials 
used as nuclear explosives; for example, he dismisses the 
idea of a californium bullet as a "confusing fantasy." Exist
ing nuclear weapons arc as destructive as any military man 
could ask for. Variations and technical improvements are 
possible, of course, and even the hypothetical "doomsday 
machine," which would obliterate all life on earth, is not 
technically absurd, although it is almost certainly strate
gically absurd. A doomsday machine could plausibly be a 
series of extremely dirty JJ-bombs primed with cobalt. On 
the other hand, attempts will no doubt continue to make 
very "clean" Il-bombs, which do not rely for detonation on 
the explosion of a fission bomb-fission products being 
the major source of fallout. But on the basis of present-day 
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porary madness such as could make soldiers throw away 

their arms or sit down and weep like babies. Fctizon and 

Magat strongly challenge, however, the suggestion from en· 

thusiasts for psychic weapons that here is a humane, non

lethal means of waging war. 111ey point oul that if most 

people in the target population are to receive effective 

doses, many will receive large overdoses, which will cause 

permanent insanity or death. forcover, the military ad

ministration of such drugs to am1ies or civilian populations 

in the midst of the1r normal business will create horrific 

chaos in which many people will die. 
1icrobiological weapons have even more fearful conse

quences for human targets, possibly exceeding the killing 

power of all-out thermonuclear warfare. Professor Hedcn 

describes how a cloud of infective microorganisms could 

strike down by disease the human inhabitants of a whole 

province, or ruin their crops. Such weapons can be released 

swiftly from spraying vehicles over large areas or covertly by 

saboteurs against selected targets such as military staffs, 

crews of ships, or big public assemblies. 
Biological weapons are easy to make and they may be es

pecially tempting for nations unable to develop nuclear 

striking forces. Small groups of individuals may be able to 

upset the strategic balance. On the other hand, advanced 
microbiology may evolve novel forms of disease for military 

purposes. Defence against biological attack will be pecul

iarly difficult-most of all in the developing countries, which 

lack good public health facilities. 
Biological attack may, in practice, be indistinguishable 

from epidemics-and vice versa- so that allegations of bi

ological attack may become frequent, and it will be hard to 

tell whether they are well founded. Reprisals can lead to an 

escalation of the intensity and virulence of the attacks. Tt 

will scarcely be possible to confine the djseascs so evoked 
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to the target areas. The very young, the very old, and the 
sick will be espcc.:1lly vulnerable to biological warfare. 

The impact on weapons systems of electronics, and of 
compact computers in particular, may manifest itself in 
bizarre robots like the "walking bomb." Professor Thring 
forecasts the development of unmanned, expendable, and 
practically unstoppable tanks on legs, capable of finding 
their own way slowly but surely to their targets. Such a de
livery system would introduce a novel psychological factor 
into the usc of thermonuclear weapons, by allowing a rather 
long period for second thoughts between the launching of 
an attack and the fi rst explosions. 

More generally, robot foot soldiers, aircraft, and submers
ibles may displace men from the conduct of the battle once 
and for all, as such computer-controlled systems come to 
surpass men in tactical skill and reliability. Once a decision 
to exclude men has been taken, the traditional role of in
fantry units in controlling ground might reassert itself even 
in situations where men simply could not survive. Impor
tant limitations on the design and perfom1ance of aircraft 
and submersibles disappear when the crews' requirements 
for comfort and survival no longer figu re in the calculations. 
By such developments some purposeless loss of life among 
servicemen may be avoided, but human populations will 
still be the targets of the robot strategic weapons. 

The possibilities of geophysical warfare, aimed at pro· 
clueing subtle or catastrophic modifications in the condi
tion of the earth or its atmosphere, are largely speculative. 
But it is important to understand that the impediments 
arise more from ignorance of natural processes, which leaves 
the long-term effects of particular actions incalculable, than 
from any basic incapacity for human interference with the 
environment. There is growing evidence that relatively 
modest action can trigger the release of much greater en-
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